Introduction
In silico scientific experiments are usually performed through workflows, which may be viewed as a chain of software executions. 1 The activities in a workflow may have particular characteristics and purposes, considering an order of execution, demanding ad hoc modeling and management. 2, 3 In Bioinformatics, workflows usually perform experiments on data from the so-called omics (genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, etc.), 4 whose sequencing technologies have become more affordable. It has made the amount of omics data become a Big Data matter, 5 for which the workflows often require a high-performance computing environment. 6 Maintaining such an environment requires resources, time, and skilled operators, which makes cloud computing an emerging alternative to Bioinformatics workflows. Along with guaranteeing the required reproducibility inherent in scientific experiments, constraints such as the data provenance and technical restrictions based on the user profile must be addressed. 7 Given this scenario, this study presents a solution for cloudbased Bioinformatics workflows using data provenance to enable the reproducibility, including the computational environment itself. We discuss the effectiveness of the proposed solution using 3 typical Bioinformatics workflows and 3 distinct families of Not only SQL (NoSQL) database systems to store and retrieve the data provenance.
In section "Background," we introduce the concepts involved in this study, followed by the related works and their contributions. Then, section "Method" describes our method, followed by section "Results," where we show the results and their practical implications for improving the reproducibility of workflows in Bioinformatics.
Background
In this section, we introduce essential concepts of data provenance, cloud computing, and the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and NoSQL database systems.
Data provenance
Reproducibility is a fundamental matter in the production of scientific knowledge. The phases of a scientific experiment are often defined in a protocol, or in the case of in silico experiments, in a workflow. Data provenance must provide a lineage or history of how the data were created, used, and modified preserving the data source and the process employed to transform it into a final product. 8, 9 For this reason, data provenance is closely related to reproducibility. 2 
Evolutionary Bioinformatics
Data provenance has been traditionally used in the workflow context, 10 and its utility resides in the possibility of easily creating, evaluating, or modifying the computational models or scientific experiments once the provenance expresses the accumulation of knowledge of what was done. 2 Studies in Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMS) have collaborated on suitable solutions such as a taxonomy definition to classify those systems and the understanding of the workflow life cycle. 2 Over time, some provenance models were proposed, such as the W7 Model, 11 Provenir Ontology, 12 Provenance Vocabulary, 13 Open Provenance Model (OPM), 14 and Provenance Data Model (PROV-DM). 15 PROV-DM is a generic model that has been proposed to capture the data source in such a way that different systems can import and export their specifications. It represents the provenance data through an acyclic and directed graph describing the involved agents (e.g. people), entities, and activities. In a data provenance graph, nodes can represent objects, such as files or programs, and edges represent dependencies between these objects.
Cloud computing
Cloud computing defines resources on-demand to its users from a service provider, abstracting the infrastructure details. Several paradigms of computing have converged to that. They express mainly as virtualization, service orientation, and distributed systems, allowing a conceptually agnostic way to operate concerning the hardware that supports its applications and data in an almost unlimited way. The provisioned infrastructure is both accessible over the internet and geographically hosted in distributed data centers.
High availability, fault tolerance mechanisms, and, notably, elasticity, are some features provided by cloud computing services. 16 Elasticity is the ability to provision resources quickly and, in some cases, automatically. 17 So, provisioning computational resources can be done to increase or flexibly decrease them, consistent to the user needs.
On one hand, service models describe an architectural standard for the operation of cloud-based solutions. These models are defined as Platform as a Service (PaaS), IaaS, and Software as a Service (SaaS). 18 On the other hand, the deployment models can be defined as public, private, community, or hybrid 17 and are determined by who afford to manage and operate the cloud facilities.
Although there are various technologies and hardware involved in these environments, resource management is unified. Many service providers come up with custom interfaces for handling their resources, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), DigitalOcean, and others. These providers offer a toolset that integrates the view of the user resources and enables suitable operation of the hosted environment.
Several threats can occur in a cloud computing environment in the different service and deployment models. 19 So, cloud security mechanisms describe a set of policies, technologies, and control, aiming to protect the information and the hosted services. 20 A pivotal concept is confidentiality, which indicates that only authorized individuals or systems can access data and computational resources, 20 even in a multi-tenant infrastructure.
We have chosen to use IaaS, considering that in this service model, the user has more control over the cloud service stack than in PaaS and SaaS. The data are stored in block devices deployed in virtual machines (VMs), and not directly deal with the object storage system of the cloud provider, which usually is less performative than the other one.
Furthermore, when running a workflow, the computational resources can be expanded using the elasticity mechanisms of the chosen cloud provider. Thus, a cloud computing-based approach embraces seemly that the capturing and the storing provenance data enable the reproduction of the experiments and also include information concerning the computational environment.
NoSQL databases
The NoSQL databases have appeared with the increasing demand for databases that are capable of storing, processing, reading, and writing significant amounts of data with high performance 21 and offer a feasible alternative to the traditional and well-established Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS). 22 NoSQL database systems function with a flexible schema (or schemaless), able to handle both structured and unstructured data. NoSQL database systems distinguish in 4 leading families, and some of them are hybrid and implement more than 1. [21] [22] [23] [24] These families are as follows: 31 ArangoDB, , 32 and OrientDB. 33 Concerning Bioinformatics, when analyzing the innovations that have emerged since the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), NoSQL has served to deal with the problems and limitations that a Relational Database encounters in this research field. 34, 35 Due to the relevant relationship between NoSQL database systems and cloud computing, which is the environment used for this study, we chose to evaluate the persistence of data provenance in 3 distinct NoSQL families.
Related Works
In this section, we present related works involving data provenance, its storage mode, and the computational environment of the experiments.
De Paula et al 36 proposed the management of data provenance for genome projects using PROV-DM. Their results demonstrated PROV-DM as a suitable model for storing properties for each execution of Bioinformatics workflows, and one which also provided graphical representation for the large volumes of data generated by genome projects using the Entity Collections.
Two research studies were performed using the NoSQL Column-Oriented Cassandra database system for data provenance management using the PROV-Wf model. 37, 38 The researchers analyzed the performance by running a Bioinformatics workflow. Ferreira et al 37 Also, other studies have used the Document-Oriented concept. Li et al 8 suggested the Provenance Lens, a framework that provides data source management in cloud environments and compares its performance when using RDBMS and NoSQL Document-based and Graph-based systems. Sempéré et al 39 introduced Gigwa, a sharing resources web tool, that bases on MongoDB, providing a way to explore large amounts of genotyping data using filters of different combinations. Chacko et al 40 introduced PERM, a provenance management system that uses the idea of Data Foreign Wrappers, also with MongoDB.
Costa et al 41 presented the GeNNET, a platform that is capable of unifying scientific workflows running Docker containers employing the NoSQL Graph-Oriented Neo4J database system to integrate transcriptome analysis and select relevant genes.
Likewise, Almeida et al 42 conducted a study on the Graph-Oriented model, in which researchers presented AProvBio, an architecture that can perform the data provenance of scientific experiments in Bioinformatics automatically, using PROV-DM and Neo4J.
In another research, Costa et al 43 also captured the provenance data from a workflow using the PROV-Wf model. The workflow was executed both in desktop-based and cloud-based environments, whereas provenance was captured and stored in a relational database system.
Kanwal et al 7 captured provenance data from a workflow based on the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) using 3 different workflow definition approaches: Galaxy (graphical user interface-based integrative framework), 44 Cpipe 45 (Bioinformatics-specific pre-built pipelines), and Common Workflow Language (CWL), a declarative approach to workflow definition. Their conclusion reported assumptions and recommendations on reproducibility and data provenance.
There are some bioinformatics workflow management systems that deal with parallel tasks, including the development and management of graphics processing unit (GPU)accelerated and distributed computing-based workflows. 46, 47 Incompatible data formats can hamper chaining outputs to each task in a workflow. Lenadora et al 48 addressed this problem through a suitable solution using utility and conversion functions, achieving an average reduction of size by 40% in data storage.
Curcin et al 49 provided an overview of scientific workflows and their capabilities of answering questions, reusability, and adaptability. They described the challenges and the steps involved when performing a study using primary care databases when related to provenance capture, component integration, and high-level informatics challenges.
Cloud computing for Bioinformatics is also a natural solution for throughput analysis. 50 It was used by Ko et al 51 while developing Closha, a hybrid automatic cloud-based workflow management system capable of running Hadoopbased and general-purpose applications, as well as performing a pipeline-based analysis service for massive biological data.
Regarding the provenance data in a cloud environment, 2 approaches stand out. The first solution is Galaxy, 44 which can be classified as an SaaS and represents data provenance in an OPM model. 14 Another solution is CloudBioLinux, which offers genome analysis resources through software images, and specific data repositories for cloud computing platforms. 52 A summary of the significant contributions of these related works is presented in Table 1 .
Method
To evaluate our solution for data provenance management, we performed 3 different typical Bioinformatics workflows. The workflows executed on 1 private and 2 public computational cloud environments. The data provenance was captured and persisted in 3 distinct NoSQL database systems, with a mainly designed schema according to the family to which they belong. The provisioning of the VMs for the environment was done using Docker 53 as a container platform. The following subsections describe the workflows, the data provenance schemas for each NoSQL database, and the cloud environment.
Bioinformatics workflows
The raw material for Bioinformatics workflows are "reads," which consist in strings of a limited alphabet (ACGT) representing DNA fragments obtained from NGS. Specific alignments of those reads give rise to an assembly producing contiguous sequences that represent samples of the original DNA. 54 Greedy algorithms, OLC (overlap-layout-consensus) methods, and k-mer-based De Bruijn graphs are the most used assembly strategies. 55 A typical workflow for genome assembly is composed of the sequential phases filtering, assembly, and analysis, which includes annotation. 56 The filtering phase cleans the reads using specific quality parameters. 57 The assembly phase may be a referencebased or a de novo assembly. On one hand, the reference-based assembly of fragments uses a reference genome, aligning the reads of the target organism with its genome or a genome of a phylogenetically close organism. On the other hand, the so-called de novo assembly is performed without a reference genome. 55 The analysis phase is very diverse and depends on the biological response sought in the experiment, and the data are processed to validate the initial hypothesis of the experiment. 57 Three real Bioinformatics workflows were used in this work as didactic examples. The first one consists of mapping reads of expressed DNA (cDNA) of human primary cardiac microvascular endothelial cells and hPSC-derived endocardial endothelial cells to the human chromosome 22 as the reference (Supplementary material Workflow for mapping reads to a reference). This workflow used the software Sickle, 58 SAMtools, 59 Hisat, 60 and HTSeq. 61 The second workflow consists of a de novo genome assembly of a multidrug-resistant Enterobacter kobei isolate (Supplementary material Workflow for de novo bacterial assembly). The DNA of the E. kobei was sequenced using the HiSeq platform (Illumina) generating 100 bp paired-end reads. 62 This workflow used the Trimmomatic 63 for the filtering and trimming, Abyss 64 for the assembly, and Quast 65 for the statistical analysis of the results.
The third workflow consists of finding drug-resistant genes in an isolated pathogen species Enterobacter cloacae subsp. cloacae NCTC 9394 (Supplementary material Workflow for identifying bacterial drug-resistant Genes). The reads filtering was performed using Trimmomatic, 63 and its assembly in contigs using SPAdes, 66 and again statistical analysis with Quast. 65 Then, the genes were predicted using with Glimmer 67 and annotated using the MEGARes antimicrobial resistance database 68 through Blast alignments. 69 
Cloud environments
Three different computational resource providers were used running in 2 public cloud providers (DigitalOcean and Google Cloud) and a private corporate cloud. Each environment has VMs using Docker, which is an open-source technology that both allows the management of application in containers and can be used together with IaaS for provisioning workflow environments with a negligible performance impact. 41, 70 A container-based application fully encapsulates the shipped software, providing all the required dependencies and ensuring the same libraries and software packages during the building and running processes. 41, 71 A BioLinux 72 Docker image forked to a new image called ProvBio, which contains all the tools and settings used by each workflow. The entire environment can be reproduced by following the steps available at https://github.com/polyane/dataprovenance Regarding the VM environment, we chose 4 Centos7 VMs running Docker, where we kept the workflow and the NoSQL systems in separate containers, as presented in Figure 1A . The databases (MongoDB, OrientDB, and Cassandra) were hosted in instances 1, 2 and 3, which ran over Alpine Linux and Debian Docker containers ( Figure 1B) .
The Cassandra and OrientDB platforms were configured with 2 nodes (N1 and N2), whereas MongoDB was set up with 1 primary node and 2 secondary nodes (S1 and S2). The workflow machine "ProvBio" is hosted in instance 4. It has the raw data and runs a ProvBio Docker container forked from Biolinux with additional tools sraToolkit, sickle, Hisat2, SAMtools, Quast, and Trimmomatic ( Figure 1C ). During the executions, there was no computational resource allocation beyond that was granted initially. The instance specifications are described in Table 2 .
Data provenance schemas
Based on the PROV-DM, we defined schemas for persis ting the data provenance in NoSQL Column-oriented, Document-oriented, and Graph-based families considering specially designed schemas for each of them. In addition to the typical workflow entities: Agent, Experiment, Activity, and Project, we included the Machines and Environment entities related to the execution of the experiments in the cloud environment.
The Environment entity has information about the cloud as the cloud provider, the location, and the number of machines in the environment. The Machine entity has information pertinent to the machines present in the execution environment of the workflow such as price, type of billing, operating system, among others. These components are vital for managing the data provenance of an experiment executed in the cloud. It makes it possible to reproduce both the experiment and the conditions of its environment. Besides, it permits us to get tracking the origin of the data. 
Evolutionary Bioinformatics
MongoDB can store documents under collections in 2 ways: either reference, when there is a reference or link between 2 related documents, or by embedded documents, which arranged in fields or arrays. In the document-based schema proposed here, we used both approaches. Figure 2 shows the embedded documents between the Project, Experiment, Activity, and Agent entities, as well as between the Provider, Location, Cluster, and Machine entities. Activity and Machine entities represent the relationship by reference, describing workflow activity running on a particular machine in the cloud, as well as stored used/generated files on that machine.
OrientDB is a hybrid database system that implements keyvalue, document, and graph models. Graph databases allow the storage of entities in nodes and edges, which can have properties. The edges have directional significance and indicate how the connected nodes are related. Figure 3 shows the proposed graph database schema for the storage of provenance in OrientDB using GRAPHED notation. 73 Cassandra is a non-relational database system based on columns. 74 A good practice when using Cassandra is to denormalize the database making it devoid of relationships. In Cassandra, it is important to analyze and implement the queries that will be performed by the application in the database to generate suitable and efficient tables. Data model using Cassandra was designed to achieve the minimum response time, even in complex operations, without joins or aggregations present in the SQL language. Thus, to analyze all the information necessary to answer biologists' questions, a query-oriented model was proposed based on how the data will be accessed. Figure 4 shows the model developed for Cassandra.
Results and Discussion
There are technical and practical aspects of the findings of this article. It was achievable to implement the PROV-DM model in different NoSQL database systems to store the data provenance. Unlike relational databases, where data modeling is well established through normal forms, NoSQL databases demand a particular study to achieve a suitable data model. NoSQL databases are schemaless, and notwithstanding providing flexibility for the data model, it brings a significant responsibility to the database administrator. Here, we presented data models for 3 types of NoSQL to store data provenance according to PROV-DM properly.
PROV-DM has already been shown to be suitable for storing data sources from Bioinformatics workflows, 36, 42 even though it was not created for this purpose explicitly. With its components, PROV-DM is capable of, respectively, dealing with agents, entities, activities, and the precedence at which they were created, used, or ended.
The Workflows 1 (W1), 2 (W2), and 3 (W3) in each cloud environment were repeatedly executed and returned consistent results regarding the generated data in the workflows for each execution. Google Cloud had an advantage in execution time when compared with DigitalOcean and the private cloud, delivering a better performance, as can be seen in Table 3 . Regarding the execution time, and consequently, the costs, there was only a little variation detected. These results enable an evaluation of the cost based on the execution history, which will be a target issue for future works.
Among the service models available in cloud computing, the use of IaaS confers advantages: it can collaborate with information security issues as the data are less exposed than in other service models such as SaaS, for instance, and increase the control and flexibility of the computational environment.
The flexibility of an IaaS environment deployment brings an increase in configuration work compared with SaaS, and this is precisely a point where the seized solution proves useful deploying the Bioinformatics workflows to the cloud with minimal technical effort. This study conceptually differs from the service model of proposals such as Galaxy, 44 as it works with IaaS instead of SaaS. Some of the Bioinformaticians' most common questions about data provenance were answered using the query languages of each database. Each database had its own query language and, in some cases, it was necessary to create specialized functions, such as to obtain the total cost of the workflow, and that required changing some initial configuration parameters of the databases. MongoDB, which has native support for the arithmetic operators, was an exception. Table 4 shows samples for queries according to the query language of each NoSQL database system.
Beyond the technical results, the findings also lead us to some practical considerations this work cover. The omics data sequencing is expanding the demand for biological data analyses, including small labs, or even individuals, who can now access facilities or even have a portable sequencing platform as MinION 75 for an affordable price. In contrast, maintain a data center is not affordable, and an alternative solution is to hire a cloud service to run the analyses.
The presented provenance data schemas have included workflow data as well as metadata for cloud configuration. In this way, once the cloud contract is terminated, all the workflow and its data will be stored in a chosen NoSQL database to be easily deployed in any new cloud. This is a key contribution of this work, making it possible to reproduce the experiment in different clouds with limited effort for computational environment configuration. The presented conceptual data schemas efficiently meet for the reproducibility requirements of the experiment in the cloud by ensuring the compatibility of the computing platform deployed by a researcher following good practices proposed by Kanwal et al. 7 From the chosen NoSQL families, the graph database system was the most adherent to the PROV-DM model, allowing persistence of the provenance graph in its native form. Moreover, it is possible to generate a picture of the data provenance aligned to the graphical representations of the PROV-DM from a query using an application programming interface (API) as Prefuse. 76 Figure 5 shows the data provenance for the W1. It is possible to see Ag_Fernanda, the executor agent of the At _Map_Hisat2 mapping activity, whose input data are chromosome.22.hisat2.idx and SRR5181508_ FILTERED.fastq, and the result data SRR5181508.sam. Figure 6 shows the data provenance for the W2, where Ag_ Fernanda executed the At_Filt_Trimmomatic activity using the inputERR885455_1.fastq and ERR885455_2.fastq, resulting in the filtered files.
Behind, Figure 7 shows the filtering phase data provenance for the W3. The input data are ERR037801_1.fastq and ERR037801_2.fastq. It is possible to see the executor agent Ag_Polyane of the At_Filt_Trimmomatic activity, resulting in the filtered files.
Conclusions
Bioinformatics workflows have contributed significantly to solving biological problems through omic data analysis. As with every scientific experiment, reproducibility is an important factor, plus in in silico experiments, extra elements need to be considered to ensure that factor. Two of these elements are the computational environment and the data provenance. Along with these elements, there are practical issues that impose some restrictions, such as resources for maintaining such an environment, time, skilled operators, and the storage of data provenance in a retrieval way. In this study, we explored the service model IaaS of cloud computing environment while capturing and persisting data provenance of typical Bioinformatics workflows in NoSQL databases from 3 different families. The data provenance supports the capture of both data and its trajectory, as well as metadata about the computational environment. Thus, the findings showed that the proposed schemas for storing the 
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Evolutionary Bioinformatics provenance data in NoSQL databases enabled replication of the experiments by allowing them to be deployed in a cloud environment with low technical efforts, offering a viable alternative.
Regarding the time, all used NoSQL databases presented good performance for storing the data, displaying an insignificant difference in the data storage time. In our evaluation, the graph database is the best choice among the examined databases because it is more adherent to the PROV-DM. In future works, we intend to investigate issues related to data security and cost prediction based on the history of executions stored from the data source.
